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ABSTRACT

We overview problems and prospects in ocean circulation models, with emphasis on certain developments aiming to
enhance the physical integrity and flexibility of large-scale models used to study global climate. We also consider elements
of observational measures rendering information to help evaluate simulations and to guide development priorities.

1 SCOPE OF THIS PAPER

Numerical ocean circulation models support oceanography
and climate science by providing tools to mechanistically
interpret ocean observations, to experimentally investigate
hypotheses for ocean phenemona, to consider future scenar-
ios such as those associated with human-induced climate
warming, and to forecast ocean conditions on weekly to
decadal time scales using dynamical modeling systems. We
anticipate that the already significant role models play in
ocean and climate science will increase in prominence as
models improve, observational datasets grow, and the im-
pacts of climate change become more tangible.

The Ocean Obs 2009 workshop focused on develop-
ing a framework for designing and sustaining world ocean
observing and information systems that support societal
needs concerning ocean weather, climate, ecosystems, car-
bon and chemistry. Many of the Community White Pa-
pers contributed to Ocean Obs 2009 directly discuss topics
where ocean models play a central role in generating infor-
mation, in conjunction with observations, appropriate for
ocean forecasting/prediction, state estimation, data assimi-
lation, sensitivity analysis, and other forms of ocean infor-
mation on both short (days) and long (decades to centuries)
time scales ( [1–9]). The central purpose of the present
paper is to highlight important research that forms the sci-
entific basis for ocean circulation models and their contin-
ued evolution. We provide examples and recommendations
where observations support the evolution of ocean models.
The above listed White Papers, those from [10] and [11],
and others, provide further discussions and recommenda-

tions of measurements that support the development and use
of ocean models.

2 OCEAN MODELS AND MODELING

The ocean is a forced-dissipative system, with forcing
largely at the boundaries and dissipation at the molecu-
lar scale. It is contained by complex land-sea boundaries
with motions also constrained by rotation and stratifica-
tion. Flow exhibits boundary currents, large-scale gyres
and jets, boundary layers, linear and nonlinear waves, and
quasi-geostrophic and three dimensional turbulence. Wa-
ter mass tracer properties are preserved over thousands of
mesoscale eddy turnover time scales. These characteristics
of the ocean circulation pose significant difficulties for sim-
ulations. Indeed, ocean climate modeling is an application
of a very different nature to those found in other areas of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The time-scales of in-
terest are decades to millennia, yet simulations require reso-
lution or parameterization of phenomena whose time scales
are minutes to hours. Furthermore, the most energetic spa-
tial scales are of order 10 km-100 km (mesoscale eddies),
yet the problem is fundamentally global in nature. There is
no obvious place where grid resolution is unimportant, and
computational costs have strongly limited the use of novel,
but often more expensive, numerical methods.

These features of the ocean climate modeling prob-
lem present difficult barriers for methods successfully im-
plemented in other areas of CFD. Consequently, ocean
climate models predominantly use structured meshes and



grid-point methods associated with finite differences [12].
These methods are efficient and familiar, benefitting from
decades of research experience. As discussed in the follow-
ing, much progress has been made towards incorporating
new and more accurate algorithms for time stepping, spa-
tial discretization, transport, and subgrid scale parameteri-
zations ( [13] provide an earlier review). We anticipate that
structured mesh models will continue to be the predomi-
nant choice for ocean climate modeling for at least another
decade. Nevertheless, significant progress has been made in
new ocean models based on finite volumes, finite elements,
and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods.

The purpose of this document is to review ongoing sci-
entific problems and prospects in ocean circulation models
used to study global climate. We focus on the ocean model
as a component of global climate models, noting that cli-
mate models are increasingly being used to study not only
the climate system but also ocean dynamics. We offer sug-
gestions for promising pathways towards improving simu-
lations; provide hypotheses for how ocean climate models
will develop in 10-20 years; and suggest how future mod-
els will help address important climate questions. The ref-
erence list, which focuses on work completed within the
past decade, highlights the extensive research of relevance
to ocean climate modeling.

Throughout this paper, we highlight the strong coupling
of model evolution to information obtained from observa-
tions. To support this evolution, the climate modeling and
observational communities must assess where observations
and models diverge, and develop methodologies to resolve
differences. This difficult task will continue to form the
basis for the maturation of both model simulations and ob-
servational methods.

3 EQUATIONS OF OCEAN MODELS

The equations governing ocean circulation are based on
Newtonian mechanics and irreversible thermodynamics ap-
plied to a continuum fluid. Conservation of heat and mate-
rial constituents comprises a suite of scalar equations solved
along with the dynamical equations. Though straightfor-
ward to formulate (e.g., [14]), the equations are difficult to
solve, largely due to the nonlinear nature of the flow, and the
very long timescales (decades to centuries) over which wa-
termass properties are preserved in the ocean interior. These
difficulties promote the use of numerical models to explore
the immense phase space of solutions.

There are two main reasons why it is impractical to
solve the unapproximated dynamical equations (Navier-
Stokes equations) for climate simulations. First, ocean cir-
culation exhibits extremely high Reynolds number flows,
with dominant length scales of mesoscale eddy features
many orders of magnitude larger than the millimeter scales
where energy is dissipated. Second, the equations permit
acoustic modes, whose characteristic speeds of order 1500

m/s require an unacceptably small time step to resolve.
The scale problem is normally handled by Reynolds av-

eraging, which constitutes a filtering to partition the ocean
state into resolved and unresolved sub-grid scale (SGS)
components. The averaging scale is de facto imposed by
the model grid. Correlations of SGS components lead to
Reynolds averaged eddy-fluxes. These fluxes must be pa-
rameterized in terms of resolved fields (the closure prob-
lem). It is notable that the form of fluxes depends on the
vertical coordinate chosen to represent the flow (Section 5),
and the method of averaging (Section 6).

Currently, there are two approximations that indepen-
dently filter out acoustic modes. The non-divergence ap-
proximation (associated with Boussinesq fluids) removes
three dimensional acoustic waves; the hydrostatic balance
removes vertical acoustic waves. A third approach – filter-
ing some wave types by implicit integration to allow longer
time steps – is in development [15]. All large-scale regional
and global climate models are hydrostatic, since these mod-
els do not resolve scales (smaller than a few kilometers)
where non-hydrostatic effects become important [16–18].
It is thus unlikely that we will routinely see non-hydrostatic
global ocean climate models for at least 10-20 years.

The volume conserving kinematics employed by
Boussinesq fluids handicap prognostic simulations of sea
level due to the absence of steric effects [19]. However,
hydrostatic primitive equations written in pressure coordi-
nates, which are non-Boussinesq and thus conserve mass,
are algorithmically similar to Boussinesq geopotential co-
ordinate models [20–23]. Hence, to more accurately sim-
ulate sea level, as well as bottom pressure, new ocean cli-
mate models during the next decade will be based on non-
Boussinesq equations. Ironically, in situ observations are
measured at pressure levels, then typically interpolated to
depth for gridded datasets. For pressure-based ocean mod-
els, the gridded data has to then be re-interpolated to pres-
sure levels. We suggest that future observational data would
better serve the ocean modeling community if it remained
on pressure surfaces.

There are numerous questions that arise when discretiz-
ing the ocean equations, such as how to respect certain of
the symmetries and conservation properties of the continu-
ous equations on the discrete lattice (e.g., [24, 25]). One is-
sue that we emphasize here concerns conservation of scalar
fields, such as mass and tracer. Tracer conservation and
consistency with mass conservation require careful treat-
ment of space and time discretization, especially when the
spatial grid is time-varying ( [26–31]). Ocean codes that fail
to respect these properties are severely handicapped for use
in ocean climate studies.

4 THE HORIZONTAL GRID MESH

Finite volume and finite elements have become common
in certain areas of ocean modeling during the past decade.



These methods provide generalization of gridding, and can
be applied on both structured and unstructured meshes. We
present here issues that must be resolved for their use in
ocean climate modeling.

Finite volume methods (e.g., [32,33]) are appealing be-
cause cellwise conservation is built into the formulation,
with discrete equations arising from integration of contin-
uum equations over a grid cell. Ideas from finite volumes
have been incorporated into certain ocean climate mod-
els (e.g., [34–37]). Particularly novel approaches include
cubed sphere meshes [38], icosahedral meshes ( [39–42]),
and other approaches such as [43, 44], each of which al-
low grid cells to be reasonably isotropic over the sphere.
Successful examples of finite-volume models formulated on
unstructured triangular meshes are given by [45] and [46].

Finite elements and finite volumes support numerous
grid topologies inside the same model, and this feature al-
lows for representation of the multiple scales of land-sea ge-
ometry, including the ocean bottom. Structured meshes pro-
vide analogous facilities, through non-standard orthogonal
meshes [47] or nesting regions of refined resolution [48].
However, the unstructured approach is much more flexi-
ble [49]. Whereas each cell in a structured grid has the same
number of neighboring cells, unstructured meshes can have
different neighbors, thus facilitating resolution refinements.
The discontinuous Galerkin method [50–54] compromises
between continuous finite elements (e.g., unlimited choice
of high-order polynomials) and finite volumes (for local
scalar conservation in terms of fluxes across element bound-
aries, and a large inventory of flux limiters for advection
operators). While coastal and estuarine unstructured-mesh
models are commonly used [45,46,55–58], they are uncom-
mon in ocean climate modeling [59, 60], with [61] pioneer-
ing a realistic global example. We summarize issues that
have been addressed recently, or require further research, in
order to commonly realize robust unstructured mesh ocean
climate models.

• Staggering and geostrophy: Traditional two-
dimensional finite element pairs perform poorly
when simulating ocean flows dominated by geostro-
phy. Research has helped identify acceptable el-
ements for ocean modeling [62–67], with some
staggerings analogous to structured finite difference
Arakawa C- and CD-grids.

• Advective transport: Traditional finite elements are
designed for elliptic problems, and hence are ill-
suited for advection-dominated oceanographic flows
and waves. However, semi-Lagrangian methods, dis-
continuous or nonconforming finite elements [53,68–
72], and discontinuous Galerkin methods have led to
useful advection schemes for waves [73–78]. Spu-
rious diapycnal mixing originating from numerical
advection also remains an issue (Section 5.4), with
consequences of variable resolution and dynamical

meshes largely unexplored. The implementation of
high-order advection schemes is natural for high-
order discontinuous finite elements, but requires ad-
ditional efforts in other cases.

• Resolution-dependent physics: Largely unexplored
areas of research involve the matching of eddy-
resolving regions with eddy parameterizations in
coarse mesh regions, and the local scaling of viscos-
ity and diffusivity coefficients.

• Represention of bathymetry: The ocean floor
should be represented continuously across finely re-
solved mesh regions to faithfully simulate topograph-
ically influenced flows. This property is routinely
achieved with terrain following vertical coordinates
(Section 5.2), yet optimal strategies for unstructured
mesh models remain under investigation.

• Analysis: New tools are required to analyze unstruc-
tured mesh simulations [79, 80]. The immaturity of
such tools handicaps traditional oceanographic anal-
ysis (e.g., transports, water mass properties) of un-
structured mesh simulations.

• Computational expense: Low-order finite element
models are about an order of magnitude more ex-
pensive than finite difference models, per degree of
freedom [81]. Discontinuous finite elements suggest
higher accuracy but are even less efficient numeri-
cally. Finite volumes [46] promise better efficiency
and may serve as a good alternative. In all cases, op-
timization is essential in ocean climate models, with
[54] presenting a potentially useful method.

Largely due to the issues noted above, and the potential
for further undiscovered difficulties, the challenges ahead
for unstructured grid ocean climate models are significant.
Nonetheless, climate relevant simulations performed with
unstructured grid codes are just now appearing [61], and we
anticipate a coupled climate model using an unstructured
mesh ocean to follow within a decade.

5 PARTITIONING THE VERTICAL

There are three traditional approaches to vertical coordi-
nates: depth/geopotential; terrain-following; and potential
density (isopycnic). Considerations include the following:

• Can the pressure gradient be easily and accurately
calculated?

• Will material changes in tracers be large or small rel-
ative to SGS processes?

• Will resolution need to be concentrated in particular
regions?

• How well does the vertical coordinate facilitate com-
parison to observations?



There is no optimal vertical coordinate for all applica-
tions, thus motivating research into generalized/hybrid ap-
proaches. We highlight here features of vertical coordinate
choices, with [13] presenting more detail.

5.1 Z-coordinate models

Geopotential (z-) coordinate models have found wide-
spread use in climate applications for several reasons, such
as their simplicity and straightforward nature of parameter-
izing the surface boundary layer. Of the 25 coupled cli-
mate models contributing to the IPCC AR4 [82], 22 employ
geopotential ocean models (one is terrain-following, one is
isopycnal, and one is hybrid). Decades of experience and
continued improvements with numerical methods, parame-
terizations, and applications suggest that geopotential mod-
els will remain the most common ocean climate modeling
choice for the next decade.

There are three shortcomings ascribed to z-coordinate
ocean models.

• Z-coordinate models can misrepresent the effects
of topography on the large scale ocean circulation.
However, this problem is ameliorated by partial or
shaved cells now commonly used [34, 35, 83]. It is
further reduced by the use of a momentum advection
scheme conserving both energy and enstrophy, and
by reducing near-bottom sidewall friction [84, 85].

• Mesoscale eddying models can exhibit numerical di-
apycnal diffusion far larger than is observed [86,
87]. Progress has been made to rectify this problem
through improvements to tracer advection schemes,
but further work is needed to quantify these advances.

• Downslope flows in z-models tend to possess exces-
sive entrainment [88,89], and this behaviour compro-
mises simulations of deep watermasses derived from
dense overflows. Despite much effort and progress
[90–97], the representation/parameterization of over-
flows remains difficult at horizontal resolutions
coarser than a few kilometers [98].

5.2 Terrain following models

Terrain-following coordinate models (TFCM) have found
extensive use for coastal applications, where bottom bound-
ary layers and topography are well-resolved. As with
geopotential models, TFCMs generally suffer from spuri-
ous diapycnal mixing due to problems with numerical ad-
vection [99]. Also, the formulation of neutral diffusion
[100] and eddy-induced advection [101] has yet to be docu-
mented in the literature for TFCMs. Their most well known
problem is calculation of the horizontal pressure gradient,
with errors a function of topographic slope and near-bottom
stratification [102–105]. The pressure gradient problem
suggests that TFCMs will not be useful for global-scale

climate studies, with realistic topography, until horizontal
resolution is very fine (order 10km). For example, topogra-
phy downstream of the Denmark strait, along with bottom
boundary layer thicknesses of order 200m, may require hor-
izontal resolutions no coarser than 10km to study formation
of North Atlantic Deep Water in TFCMs.

5.3 Isopycnal layered and hybrid models

Isopycnal models are inherently adiabatic when using a lin-
ear equation of state, and accept steep topography. They
generally perform well in the ocean interior, where flow is
dominated by quasi-adiabatic dynamics, as well as in the
representation/parameterization of dense overflows [98].
Their key liability is that resolution is limited in weakly
stratified water columns. For ocean climate simulations,
isopycnal models attach a non-isopycnal surface region to
describe the surface boundary layer. Progress has been
made with such bulk mixed layer schemes, so that Ekman
driven restratification and diurnal cycling are now well sim-
ulated [106]. We present here an update (relative to [13]) of
efforts toward the use of isopycnal, and related hybrid, mod-
els for ocean climate modeling. Isopycnal and hybrid mod-
els are now viable for global climate applications; their use
will likely become more widespread during the next decade.

• Potential density with respect to surface pressure (σ0)
has large-scale inversions in much of the ocean (e.g.,
Antarctic Bottom Water has a lower potential density
with respect to surface pressure than North Atlantic
Deep Water). However, σ2000 is monotonically in-
creasing with depth, except in some weakly stratified
high-latitude haloclines [107]. As the vertical coor-
dinate used by an ocean model must be a monotonic
function of depth, σ2000 is now widely used as the
vertical coordinate in isopycnal models [108].

• For accuracy, all dynamical effects (e.g., pressure
gradients) must be based on the in situ density rather
than remotely referenced potential density [108].
Further works from [109] and [36] show how to avoid
certain numerical instabilities associated with ther-
mobaricity.

• If potential temperature and salinity are advected,
cabbeling and double diffusion can lead to changes
in potential density and a drift away from the
pre-defined coordinate surfaces. [110] proposes two
means to address this issue, but the methods com-
promise conservation of heat and/or salt, and are
thus unacceptable for climate modeling. The den-
sity drift due to cabbeling or double diffusion is often
smaller than from diapycnal mixing, in which case
accurately tracking the coordinate density is straight-
forward [111]. However, especially in the Southern
Ocean, cabbeling and thermobaricity can be of lead-
ing order importance [112, 113]. These more gen-



eral situations thus require accurate remapping with-
out introducing spurious extrema or large diapycnal
mixing [114].

• In contrast to geopotential coordinate models [115],
isopycnal models do not rotate the diffusion tensor
into the local neutral direction. Instead, they rely
on the relatively close approximation of their coordi-
nate surfaces to neutral directions. This assumption is
less problematic than mixing along terrain-following
surfaces or geopotentials, in particular since σ2000

surfaces are impervious to adiabatic advection. But
it is unclear whether approximating neutral surfaces
by σ2000 surfaces is generally acceptable for climate
simulations [107].

• The continuity equation (thickness equation) is prog-
nostic in isopycnal models, and the resulting layer
thickness must remain non-negative. This feature
introduces complexities (particularly in the consis-
tency and stability of the baroclinic-barotropic split-
ting) absent in z-coordinate and TFCMs [116]. Sub-
stantial progress has been made, but this remains an
active research area.

Hybrid models offer a means to eliminate liabilities
of the various traditional vertical coordinate classes. HY-
COM [117–119] is the first community model exploiting el-
ements of the hybrid approach, making use of the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method for vertical remapping
[120]. Many numerical issues arising in HYCOM are sim-
ilar to those found in its isopycnal coordinate predecessor,
MICOM [121]. Yet there are improvements in HYCOM in
the surface boundary layer and in shallow (and weakly strat-
ified) marginal seas. However, placement of the vertical
coordinates remains somewhat arbitrary, and the enforce-
ment of this coordinate by remapping requires very accurate
schemes to avoid excessive spurious diffusion.

5.4 The spurious diapycnal mixing problem

In the ocean interior, processes are largely constrained to
be aligned with neutral directions [122], with observations
from [123] establishing that anisotropy in eddy tracer diffu-
sivities is roughly 108; i.e., dianeutral diffusivity is roughly
10−5m2/sec. Furthermore, theory [124] and observations
[125] suggest even smaller values (10−6m2/sec; barely 10
times larger than molecular diffusivity) are present near
the equator. As quantified by [86], these diffusivities
are far smaller than levels of spurious numerical mixing
present in most ocean climate models, especially those with
mesoscale eddies. How important is it to respect the ob-
served mixing in simulations? One suggestion comes from
[126], who used an isopycnal ocean model, with spurious
mixing below physical mixing levels. They demonstrated
climate sensitivity (e.g., heat uptake) in the Pacific to pa-
rameterization of the equatorial mixing proposed by [124].

Further research is needed with such models to identify if
other aspects of the general circulation require such small
levels of diffusion.

6 SUBGRID SCALE PARAMETERIZATIONS

A successful parameterization is the result of understand-
ing realized through observations, laboratory experiments,
theoretical analysis, fine scale process simulations, and re-
alistic simulations. We now briefly highlight research areas
that have impacted, or will impact, ocean climate models.

6.1 Diapycnal processes

Parameterizations such as [106, 127–137] form the basis of
the ocean surface layer in climate simulations, and likely
will continue as long as models remain hydrostatic. In ad-
dition, there are efforts to couple surface wave effects such
as mixing by breaking and Langmuir turbulence, and sur-
face wave energy absorption [138–140]. Observations and
large-eddy simulations of these processes are crucial to the
development of these parameterizations [141–146].

The representation of topography and the degree of spu-
rious numerical entrainment affect overflow and bottom
boundary layer parameterizations. Level coordinate mod-
els are handicapped due to the excessive spurious entrain-
ment [88, 89], with methods focused on enhancing path-
ways available for flow [90–97]. TFCMs are well suited
for overflows, with upper ocean turbulence closures often
applied near the bottom. Isopycnal models also present a
useful framework, since density layers are well suited for
capturing the fronts present near overflows [111, 147, 148].
[149, 150] review the state-of-science in representing and
parameterizing dense overflows in simulations.

Interior diapycnal mixing occurs where internal grav-
ity waves break, with the distribution of such regions very
inhomogeneous in space and time [151, 152]. Much en-
ergy for these waves is generated by tides scattering from
the bottom [153–156], by geostrophic motions dissipating
through generation and radiation of gravity waves from
small-scale topography [157–160], and loss of balance aris-
ing from baroclinic instability [161]. Parameterizations
such as [162–164] use energy to determine levels of mix-
ing, which contrasts to the traditional approach of speci-
fying an a priori diffusivity [165]. Significant questions
remain, with further guidance from observations, such as
those discussed in the Ocean Obs 2009 White Paper by [11],
required to develop and evaluate parameterizations of ocean
mixing.

• Vertical structure of mixing: Vertical structure of
mixing and the scale of its penetration into the ocean
interior appear related to characteristics of underly-
ing topography, background flow and stratification,
as well as topographic scattering of waves and inter-
nal wave-wave interactions [166–168]



• Partitioning between local and remote dissipation:
Tides generate a mode spectrum of internal waves
that is related to the mode spectrum of topography.
Low modes are preferentially generated by large-
scale topography and have been shown to be stable
and long-lived, radiating away from their source, con-
tributing to remote mixing [169]. High modes are
generated by small-scale topography, where energy is
dissipated locally. In regions of enhanced small scale
topographic roughness, such as the Brazil Basin,
about 30% (q = 0.3; [170]) of the energy extracted
from the barotropic tide goes to high modes [169]; in
areas such as the Hawaiian Ridge, low modes dom-
inate, and [171] suggest q = 0.1; whereas in semi-
enclosed seas such as the Indonesian Archipelego,
all the energy remains trapped (q = 1.0) [163]. In
those areas with q = 1.0, tidal models suggest a ver-
tical structure of mixing that scales like the squared
buoyancy frequency, leading to a parametrerization
that mimics the internal tidal mixing in the Indone-
sian Archipelago [172–174].

• Driven by winds or tides? While wind contributes
primarily to mixing through generation of internal
waves at the ocean surface [175], geostrophic mo-
tions may also sustain wave induced mixing in re-
gions like the Southern Ocean [154, 159]. Surface
wave effects also play a role [146].

6.2 Mesoscale and submesoscale

Will fine resolution models, with a well-resolved mesoscale
eddy spectrum, significantly alter climate simulations em-
ploying coarse resolution and eddy parameterizations? To
address this question, it is important to recognize that mod-
els require horizontal resolution finer than the Rossby ra-
dius (order 50km in mid-latitudes and less than 10km in
high latidues) to capture the mesoscale [176]. At coarser
eddy permitting resolutions, it is necessary to retain param-
eterizations while not overdamping the advectively domi-
nant flow. Traditional Laplacian formulations may not be
sufficiently scale selective to meet these objectives [177–
181]. As grids are further refined, [182] suggest that large-
eddy simulation methods will begin to replace Reynolds-
averaging methods for subgridscale parameterizations as
the mesoscale becomes partly resolved.

Mesoscale eddies are generally parameterized by vari-
ants of the neutral diffusion scheme proposed by [183]
and [100], and eddy-induced advection from [101] and
[184]. Nonetheless, there remain unresolved issues with
mesoscale parameterizations, as well as submesoscales,
with the following listing a few.

• Tracer equation or momentum equation? There
remains discussion regarding the approach of [185],
whereby eddy stirring is parameterized as a vertical

stress [186–188], in contrast to the more commonly
used approach of [101] and [184], where eddy stir-
ring appears as an additional advective tracer trans-
port. Although the two approaches have similar
effects after geostrophic adjustment, there may be
compelling practical reasons to choose one approach
over the other. Other subgridscale closures based on
Lagrangian-averaging at the subgridscale have been
proposed and implemented, but remain experimen-
tal [189].

• Form for the diffusivity: Much work has been given
to establishing a scaling theory for a depth indepen-
dent diffusivity setting the strength of the SGS stir-
ring [190, 191]. More recently, [192] illustrate the
utility of a 3d diffusivity modulated by the squared
buoyancy frequency, whereas [193] and [194] pro-
pose a 3d diffusivity determined according to the
evolving eddy kinetic energy.

• Matching to the boundary layers: Questions of
how to match interior mesoscale eddy closures to
boundary layers continues to generate discussion,
with [195] presenting a physically based method;
[196] illustrating its utility in ocean climate simula-
tions; and [197] proposing an alternative framework
based on solving a boundary value problem.

• Concerning the submesoscale: Submesoscale fronts
and related instabilities are ubiquitous, and those ac-
tive in the upper ocean provide a relatively rapid re-
stratification mechanism that should be parameter-
ized in ocean climate simulations [198–201], even
those resolving the mesoscale. Other submesoscale
frontal effects, including wind-front interactions and
appropriate energy cascade dynamics, are currently
unaccounted for in ocean climate models [202–205].

• What about lateral viscous dissipation? Lateral
viscous friction remains the default approach for
closing the momentum equation in ocean models.
General forms have been advocated based on symme-
try and numerical requirements [179, 182, 206–210],
with choices significantly impacting simulations at
both coarse and fine resolutions [180, 181, 211].
Large levels of lateral viscous dissipation used by
models do not mimic energy dissipation in the real
ocean [212]. Yet the status quo (i.e., tuning viscos-
ity to suit the simulation needs) will likely remain the
default until a better alternative is realized, or until
significantly finer resolution is achieved [182].

6.3 Observations and parameterizations

Many parameterizations are tested against finer resolu-
tion simulations that explicitly resolve processes missing at



coarse resolutions. Nonetheless, without observational in-
put, parameterizations remain incompletely evaluated, es-
pecially for suitability in global climate studies where real-
istic forcing and geometry can place the flow in a regime
distinct from idealized studies. We highlight here a few
places where observational studies can be of use for refining
and evaluating parameterizations.

• Overflows: As reviewed by [150], there are many re-
gions of dense water overflows that provide sources
for deep waters. Parameterization of these pro-
cesses is difficult for many reasons: complexity
and uncertainty in the topography; uncertainties in
non-dimensional flow parameters; and uncertainty in
measured surface fluxes associated with establishing
dense water properties. Observational input is critical
for resolution of these difficulties.

• Interior mixing: Reducing the level of spurious di-
apycnal mixing in models facilitates collaborative ef-
forts to incorporate mixing theories into simulations,
which in turn helps to focus observational efforts to
measure mixing and determine its impact on climate
[11, 213, 214].

• Mesoscale eddies: Accurate satellite sea level mea-
surements have helped to characterize the surface ex-
pression of mesoscale eddies [215–217], and such
measures have provided useful input to mesoscale
eddy parameterizations [218–225]. We advocate
the continuance of satellite missions (e.g., sea level,
bottom pressure, sea surface temperature, winds,
etc.) in support of developing ocean models. How-
ever, satellites are of limited value for character-
izing the interior ocean structure, and associated
dependencies of eddy effects. Hence, in paral-
lel to satellites, there must remain efforts to pro-
vide in situ information on a continuous basis, such
as the Argo profiling drifter project [226]. Fo-
cussed in situ experimental projects are also neces-
sary (like, for example, the Southern Ocean DIMES
project (http:://dimes.ucsd.edu), or the North At-
lantic CLIMODE project (http://www.climode.org/).
Mixed layer maps and climatologies formed from
profiles and profiling drifters are valuable for eval-
uating mixed layer and submesoscale parameteriza-
tions [200, 227–230].

7 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

The development and use of ocean models require methods
to evaluate simulations. For conceptual or process studies,
an analytical solution may be available for comparison (e.g.,
wave processes such as [231, 232]). More commonly, no
analytic solution exists, necessitating comparison to obser-
vations, laboratory experiments, or fine scale process sim-
ulations. The CLIVAR website Repository for Evaluating

Ocean Simulations (REOS), accessible from

http://www.clivar.org/organization/wgomd/wgomd.php

is a centralized source for data and a location for the obser-
vational community to advertise new products of use for
modelers. In this section, we highlight a few examples
where observational data has proven essential for evaluating
ocean climate simulations. We also note key opportunities
for further model-data comparisons.

7.1 Simulations and biases

Fundamental to the task of evaluating a model is the ex-
perimental design of simulations. Common experimen-
tal designs such as the Atmospheric Model Intercompar-
ison Project (AMIP) [233] render important benchmarks
from which to gauge suitability of model classes, and to
help identify research gaps. Simulating the global ocean-
ice climate with a prescribed atmosphere is more difficult
than the complement task: atmospheric fluxes are less well
known than sea surface temperature; the representation of
important feedbacks is compromised; and there are no un-
ambiguous and suitable methods to set a boundary condi-
tion for salinity or fresh water. Ideally, atmospheric re-
analysis products would be suitable without modification.
But these products suffer from biases inherent in the atmo-
spheric models, limitations of the assimilation methods, and
incomplete data used for assimilation. Furtheremore, they
are generally not energetically balanced sufficiently for use
in long-term ocean climate simulations [234–237].

Consequently, progress has only recently been made
for a global ocean-ice model comparison: the Coordi-
nated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (CORE) [238] us-
ing the atmospheric forcing dataset compiled by [235].
Simulations with global ocean-ice models, though possess-
ing problems associated with a non-responsive atmosphere,
provide a useful complement to simulations with a fully
coupled climate model. The principal focus of long term
simulations forced by climatology concerns the model evo-
lution towards a quasi-equilibrium state [238]. For the
models forced with historical atmospheric data, direct com-
parison with observations is available to identify mecha-
nisms of variations on intra-seasonal to decadal timescales
[239–241].

The development of atmospheric datasets to force
global ocean-ice climate models is a key area where the
observational community can greatly support ocean mod-
eling. We advocate continuation of scatterometer missions
to constrain momentum fluxes, as well as rainfall measure-
ment missions. Measurements of latent and sensible heating
remain a challenge [242] with considerable uncertainty in
how to remotely estimate both the air-sea transfer velocities
and near-surface air temperatures and relative humidities.
An additional challenge is estimation of fluxes through sea
ice, where the ocean surface climate is noticeably different
than open ocean. Net fluxes over the Southern Ocean are of



order 10 W/m2, which is comparable to uncertainties of in-
dividual fluxes. It is possible that constraints on fluxes will
come more from assimilating ocean data than from direct
estimates.

Ocean components of coupled models are often
tuned in ad hoc ways to reduce biases. One common
bias arises from weak upwelling on the western side
of continents; this bias is even found in ocean sim-
ulations such as those in [238]. Field programs and
associated process studies, such as VOCALS/VAMOS
(http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/vocals/)
near the South American coast, are important to enhance
understanding and improve measurements to reduce such
biases. Furthermore, ocean climate model evaluation
has traditionally focused on biases at annual and longer
timescales. Hence, the representation of diurnal, intrasea-
sonal, and seasonal variations is relatively poor and requires
further observational validation [243–248]. In particu-
lar, [244] show that vertical grid resolution no coarser than
one meter and a coupling period no longer than two hours
are required to represent the diurnal cycle, with [246, 247]
illustrating the importance of a properly resolved diurnal
cycle for coupled atmosphere-ocean equatorial dynamics.

7.2 Physics and biology interactions

[249] suggested that, if uncompensated by other processes,
variability in the oceanic penetration of shortwave radiation
due to phytoplankton could induce heating anomalies of up
to 5 − 10◦K/yr over the top 20m. Clearer waters would
experience less heating near the surface and more heating
at depth. The advent of large-scale models with fine ver-
tical resolution and explicit mixed layer schemes makes it
important to correctly represent shortwave radiation absorp-
tion [250].

Continued measurements of surface shortwave radia-
tion, and its penetration into the upper ocean, are essential
to support simulations of interactions between ocean biol-
ogy and physics. A challenge is to maintain a stable ob-
servational system so changes in the shortwave absorption,
associated with changes in ocean biology, can be unambigu-
ously detected.

In ocean-ice models forced with a prescribed atmo-
spheric state, the primary signal of increased shortwave
penetration occurs where deeper waters experiencing addi-
tional warming upwell to the surface: most notably in the
equatorial cold tongue [251–254]. In coupled climate mod-
els [255–257], impacts are broader and depend on the re-
gion [258]. For example, in the Arctic Ocean, bio-physical
feedbacks occur between phytoplankton, ocean dynamics
and sea-ice that significantly changes the mean state of
Earth System models [259]. Continued measurements of
surface shortwave radiation, and its penetration into the up-
per ocean, are essential to support simulations of interac-
tions between ocean biology and physics.

Submesoscale and mesoscale biological effects are ex-
pected to be profound due to the potential for large vertical
fluxes of nutrients by eddies and fronts [201,260–262]. The
appropriate physical-biological interactions at these scales
need to be observed, modeled, and parameterized for inclu-
sion in earth system models.

While the observations necessary to constrain ecosys-
tem models are discussed in detail in [263] and the accom-
panying Ocean Obs 2009 Community White Paper by [10],
suggestions have been made that fluxes of biogenic mate-
rial might act as a potential constraint on watermass trans-
formation [264, 265]. At a given point, particle fluxes will
serve as integrators of the stripping of nutrients from surface
water over some “statistical funnel” which may be quite
large [266]. However, efforts to use such fluxes to put quan-
titative constraints on watermass transformation have been
limited both by the sparseness of the direct measurements,
uncertainty in satellite-based estimates [265], and uncer-
tainties about the depth scale over which sinking particles
are consumed and returned to inorganic form. New tech-
nologies involving profiling floats that can directly measure
both particle concentrations and fluxes offer interesting op-
portunities in this respect [267].

7.3 Geochemical tracers

Because of uncertainties in both physical processes and
fluxes of temperature and salinity, it remains a challenge to
constrain net watermass transformation. Chemical tracers
present added information of use for this purpose [268]. In
particular, ventilation tracers such as chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) [269] are sensitive to where surface water enters
the deep ocean, while tracers like radiocarbon [270] and
helium-3 [271] are sensitive to pathways where deep waters
return to the surface [272]. Although the usefulness of trac-
ers like CFC-11 is limited since their atmospheric concen-
tration is falling, others (e.g. sulfur hexaflouride) continue
to rise. Changes in ocean ventilation can affect ecologically
relevant processes like anoxia and productivity. We thus
strongly support continued measurement of these tracers.

8 WHAT TO EXPECT BY 2020

The leading edge ocean climate models show significant
biases in certain metrics relative to observations, and the
models do not always agree on their representation of cer-
tain important climate features. The origins of these biases
and model differences may be related to shortcomings in
grid resolution; improper numerical algorithms; incorrect
or missing subgrid scale parameterizations; improper resp-
resentation of other climate components such as the atmo-
sphere, cryosphere, and biogeochemistry; all of the above,
or something else. Understanding and remedying model bi-
ases is thus a complex task requiring years of patient and
persistent research and development. Ocean observations



play a critical role in promoting and supporting these ef-
forts, with this document highlighting specific examples.
Our aim in this final section is to consider how observa-
tionally better constrained ocean models may impact on an-
swering certain key questions of climate research in the next
decade and beyond. By 2020, we believe that new ocean
climate models will provide deep insight into the following
important issues (amongst many others).

• AMOC VARIABILITY AND STABILITY: Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is im-
portant for Atlantic climate [273], and it presents an
example of how the ocean plays a primary role in
long term climate variations. Models have played
an important role in stimulating interest in its be-
havior (variability and stability) [274–282]. How-
ever, data limitations handicap efforts to evaluate
simulations. One avenue to increase model relia-
bility is to extend monitoring of key features in the
North Atlantic through moorings and Argo floats
[226], as well as to promote sound climate mod-
els. [283] provide an example where the two ef-
forts complement one another, with models used to
assist development of AMOC monitoring such as
the RAPID array [284]. By 2020, simulation re-
alism will have advanced, largely through improve-
ments in the representations/parameterizations of key
physical processes (e.g., overflows, boundary cur-
rents, mesoscale and submesoscale eddies), and re-
duction of numerical artifacts such as spurious diapy-
cnal mixing. These improvements, coupled to an en-
hanced observational record possible from long-term
(i.e., centennial) support for arrays such as RAPID,
will help to identify robust mechanisms for AMOC
variability and stability, with such understanding es-
sential to quantify robust limits of predictability and
to support predictions with nontrivial skill.

• PATTERNS OF SEA LEVEL RISE: The ocean expands
as it warms (steric sea level rise). Non-Boussinesq
models will enhance the accuracy of simulated pat-
terns of steric sea level rise. Mean sea level may also
rise significantly due to ocean-driven dynamic con-
trol of ice sheet discharge (e.g., warm ocean waters
melt ice shelves, which in turn allows more land ice
to flow into the ocean). There are currently no global
ocean climate models that simulate the interaction
between ocean circulation and continental ice sheets
[285]. Yet model enhancements outlined in this docu-
ment will improve the representation of high latitude
heat fluxes, increase resolution near ice-ocean inter-
faces, and foster the inclusion of a dynamic land-sea
boundary.

• THE SOUTHERN OCEAN: The Antarctic Circum-
polar Current (ACC) has spun-up in response to

stronger and more poleward shifted southern west-
erlies since the 1950s. Changes in the westerlies
have been attributed to CO2 induced warming and
to depletion of ozone over Antarctica, both of which
have increased the equator-to-pole temperature con-
trast in the middle atmosphere [286]. These changes
are analogous to those as the earth warmed at the end
of the ice age [287, 288]. Theory and models suggest
that stronger westerlies and a stronger ACC should
induce a stronger AMOC and greater ventilation of
the deep Southern Ocean [286]. However, the over-
turning is expected to weaken due to a stronger hy-
drological cycle. It is critical that this struggle be-
tween stronger westerlies and a stronger hydrolog-
ical cycle be realistically simulated. Data analysis
[289] and eddy permitting simulations [290] indicate
that climate models [291] require refined resolution
to accurately capture important physical processes
(e.g., continental shelf processes, sea ice, mesoscale
eddies) active in the Southern Ocean. We antici-
pate models developed in the next decade will better
capture these features, supporting understanding and
quantifying uncertainties. Improved observations –
through sustained in situ measurements such as Argo
[226], continuous satellite observations, and detailed
bathymetric mapping – will help evaluate such simu-
lations.
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